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ABSTRACT 
We continue our previous study of the lattice @id) generated by the incidence 
vectors of cocycles of a binary matroid and its dual lattice. We have already proved 
that every denominator in the dual lattice is a power of 2 and have characterized those 
binary matroids M for which the largest exponent k(M) is 1. In this Paper, we 
characterize the matroids with k(M) = 2 and, f or each constant k, give a polynomial 
time algorithm to decide whether k(M) > k. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph and w: E + R such that w(X) is an 
integer for all cuts X. [For a subset X c E, we set w(X) := C, E x W(X).] It 
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is well known that all such weight functions take only integer and half-integer 
values, and the edges with noninteger weights define an eulerian subgraph of 
G. M. Laurent observed that this Statement tan not be generalized to all 
binary matroids and in [3] we characterized eulerian mutroids, i.e., the 
matroids satisfying that all weight functions taking integer values on cocycles 
are necessarily half-integral. We also started the study of weight functions 
which take integer values on cocycles on an arbitrary binary matroid M. The 
purpose of this Paper is to continue this investigation. 
First, let us fu some notation, “Matroid” always means a binay and 
simple matroid (i.e., without cycles of length 1 or 2). F’ denotes the 
r-dimensional projective space over GF(2); in particular, F2 is the Fano 
matroid F,. The dhension dim( M) of a matroid M is the smallest r such 
that M c F' [so dim( M) is 1 less than the rank of MI. We shall always 
consider matroids as subsets of projective spaces. 
Let the cocycle Zattice L(M) of the matroid M consist of all linear 
combinations of incidence vectors of cocycles in M with integral coefficients. 
We define the dual cocytile lattice by 
L*(M) = {w E RM 1 w(S) E Z for all cocycles S}. 
As it is well known, every cocycle is the disjoint Union of cocircuits, so it 
would suffice to require integrality on cocircuits. (Recall that cocircuits are 
just the complements of hyperplanes of M.) It is shown in [3] that L*( M > is a 
discrete set and hence it is a lattice (we use the word lattice in the sense of 
“grid” and not in the sense of “special poset”). 
Many structural properties of a lattice and its dual are closely related; for 
example, L(M) contains all vectors whose entries are multiples of N if and 
only if every vector in L*(M) has denominators that are divisors of N. It is 
also known that L(M) and L*(M) are equivalent from an algorithmic Point 
of view (cf., e.g., Lovasz [l]). For example, if we tan test membership in one 
in polynomial time, then we tan test membership in the other. 
It is an important general question to characterize lattices generated by 
combinatorially defined O-l vectors. In a sense, this is dual to the basic issue 
of polyhedral combinatorics, which deals with characterizing convex hulls of 
combinatorially defined O-l vectors. The lattice generated by perfett match- 
ings of a graph was described by Lovasz [2]. Note that the convex hu11 of 
cocircuits of a binary matroid is NP-hard to describe even in the graphic case, 
since optimizing over it would contain the max-tut Problem. 
In [3], we proved that for each matroid M, there exists a nonnegative 
integer k such that 2kZM c L(M). Eq uivalently, 2k~ is integral for all 
w E L*(M). 
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We denote the least integer k with this property by k( M ). It is easy to 
see that k( M > = 0 if and only if the matroid is free. The matroid is eulerian 
if and only if k(M) = 1, and in [3] we gave various characterizations of this 
case. We also gave polynomially computable upper and lower bounds for 
k( M > and conjectured that the upper bound is the true value. Unfortunately, 
this conjecture is not true and we shall give a counterexample. 
In this Paper, we characterize matroids with k(M) = 2. The characteriza- 
tion uses certain binary linear spaces defined on projective spaces, namely, 
the binary spaces C,, k generated by the (incidence vectors ofl flats of 
dimension k in F’. These subspaces are known in algebraic coding theory as 
(punctured) Reed-Muller Codes. Also, for each fixed k, we give a polynomial 
time algorithm to decide whether k( M > > k. 
We introduce the following further notation. Let M, G M, be two sets 
and w: M, + R. Abusing notation, we shall also denote by w the extension 
w’: M, + R defined by 
e EM,, 
e 4 M,. 
We shall further abuse notation and denote by M the incidence vector of the 
set M. 
Let a CB b denote mod 2 sum, a + b denote real sum, and a 0 b denote 
coordinatewise product of the O-l vectors a and b. For Sets A and B of 
vectors, let Ao B = {aob: a E A, b E B}. Also set Ak = Ao *** 0 A (k 
factors). If a is a O-l vector, then a 0 a = a, and hence if A consists of O-l 
vectors, then A c A2 c A3 c . . . . 
For A c [WN, let lat( A) denote the lattice generated by the vectors in A. 
If A = {a,, . . . , a,} c {O, l}“, then let lin,( A) denote the linear span of A 
over GF(2) (viewed as a set of O-l vectors). 
2. PREVIOUS RESULTS 
We summarize some properties of Reed-Muller Codes and the results of 
[3] which are relevant to the present discussion. 
We consider the linear spaces [over GF(2)] C,, k, 0 < k < r, generated by 
the set Xk of (incidence vectors of) flats of F’ of dimension k. For example, 
c r, 1 is just the familiar cycle space of the matroid F’. We shall also consider 
the linear space C,, k which is generated by the complements of the sets 
in Xk. 
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The subspaces C,,, are called punctured Reed-Muller codes (sec 
MacWilliams and Sloane [4], Chapter 131 for a treatment of these Codes). It is 
often convenient to append a “parity check bit” to each vector in C,., k. More 
precisely, we consider the unpunctured Reed-Muller code RM,, k, which is 
the binary space generated by the incidence vectors of the (k + l>- 
dimensional linear subspaces of GF(2)‘+ ‘. Then C,., k tan be obtained fEm 
RMr k by deleting the coordinate corresponding to the 0 vector, while C,, k 
tan be obtained by considering those vectors in RM,., k that have a 0 in 
Position 0, and deleting Position 0 from them. 
Next we describe a basis of C,, k. Let e,, es,. . . , e,, 1 be a basis of F’. 
Then we define a set _%$ of k-dimensional flats of F’ as follows. L c F’ and 
L g Fk is in pk if and only if there are indices 1 < i, < i, < *** < ik < r 
such that L is generated by e,,, eiz,. . . , eik and an element eL E 
r+l). Notice that L uniquely determines eL since 1L n 
:a::::: z;::;::::: er+,,, = 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
(b) _%k is a basis of C,, k. 
We shall cal1 pk the standard basis of C,, k. 
Let C ’ denote the orthogonal complement of the subspace C c GF(2jF’. 
Then the following relations are well known: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (a) RM,?, = RM., r_k, 
6) crtk = c,. rpk, 
(c) For k < k”, C, k 3 C, k,, 
(d) The minimal w&ght <i:e., the minimal number of 1s in codewords) of 
C r k is Zk+’ - 1. 
The following lemma gives a useful necessary condition for M E C, k. 
Note that every M E C,,, may be considered as a subset of Fr and, thus, ‘as 
a binary matroid. 
LEMMA 2.3. Evey M E C,,, has an Fk minor. 
The binar-y subspace C, k itself may be considered as the cycle space of a 
binary matroid FL with underlying set F’. Thus Fl is the matroid whose 
underlying set is F’ and in which a subset is independent if and only if it 
does not contain the binary sum of k-flats of F’. In particular, FD’ is the 
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matroid with rank 0, FL = F’, and FT is a circuit. In terms of linear Codes, a 
useful matrix representation of this matroid is weh known. This, in particular, 
will yield an efficient way to decide whether a given subset of F’ is 
independent in this matroid. 
Let B be any O-l matrix and let A = {ar, . . . , a,,,} be the set of row 
vectors of B. We dehne the k-extension Bck’ of B as the matrix whose rows 
are all vectors in Ak = A 0 ... 0 A. Thus Bck) has Ej=r ‘; ’ rows. Note 
that every column of Bck) 
( 1 
tan be easily computed from the corresponding 
column of B: the rows are indexed by set I = {ii,. . . , it} with 1 < i, < *** 
< i, < r + 1, 1 < t < k, and the entry in Position 1 is the product of the 
entries in positions i,, . . . , i,. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Zf B is a O-l matrix of size (r + 1) X (2’+l - 1) 
representing F’ over GF(2), then Bck’ represents Fl over GF@). 
(Note that by Proposition 2.1, Bck’ has the “right size.“) 
An important application of Proposition 2.4 is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. Given an (r + 1) X n O-l matrix B und u number 
1 < k < r, u row busis of Bck’ tun be computed in time polynomiul in n und 
r. Consequently, we tun decide whether the columns of B ure independent 
in Fl. 
Assume that we perform the above test and find that the set M of 
columns of B are dependent in FL. Then we tan express some subset of M 
as the modulo 2 sum of flats of rank at most k (such a subset tan be found 
easily be deleting elements from M as long as the dependence of M in Fl is 
preserved). How long is such an expression and how is it found? Our next 
theorem gives an upper bound and an algorithm. 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose thut M G F’, IM1 = n, 0 Q k < r, und M E 
c r, k, Then M tun be expressed us the sum of at nwst 0 
i n elements of the 
stundard busis pk, und such un expression tun befand in 0 n ( (;::)) time. 
Next, we describe some results conceming cocycle lattices. Let M be a 
binar-y matroid of dimension r, coordinatized by an (r + 1) X n matrix B 
over GF(2). Let A = (ul, . , . , u,, 1 } c {O, 1)” be the set of rows of B. Then 
lin,(A) is the cocycle space of M and we are interested in the lattice 
L(M) = lat(lin,( A)). 
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LEMMA 2.7. L(M) contains 2’2”. Zn other words, the denominators in 
any w E L*(M) are divisors of 2’. 
Let k(M) denote the least integer k for which 2kZ” c L(M). The next 
two theorems give an upper and lower bound for k( M ). 
THEOREM 2.8. Zf lin,( A”+l) = GF(2)“, then 2”2” c L(M). Equiva- 
lently, if M c F’ and k(M) > k, then M is dependent in F{+l. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Zf M has no F” minor, then k(M) < s - 1. Zn partiou- 
Zar, it follows that k(M) < log,(n + 1) - 1. 
THEOREM 2.10. Zf 2”h” c L(M), then lin,(A2’) = GF(2)“. Equiva- 
lently, if M c F’ and k(M) < k, then M is imlependent in F;k. 
These upper and lower bounds suffke to characterize eulerian matroids. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let M c F’ be the binay matroid o!ejned by the 
columns of the matrix B. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) L(M) contains all even vectors, 
(ii) Eve y vector in L*(M) is half-integral, 
(iii) A vector v E [WM is in L(M) if and only if v is integral and the sum 
of entries of v over evey circuit is even [“the obvious necessay conditions for 
v E L( M ) are also suflcient “1, 
(iv) A vector w E [WM is in L*(M) if and only if w = w ’ + (1/2)C, 
where w’ is integral and C is a cycle [“the obvious suficient conditions for 
w E L*(M) are necessay”], 
(v) The 2-extension matrix B(‘) has rank 1 M 1, 
(vi) M does not contain the binay sum of any set of planes of F’. 
We finish this section by describing properties of L(M) related to the 
embedding of M into F’. The first Observation Shows that in a sense it 
suffces to describe the cocycle lattices of projective spaces. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let dim( M) = r, M c F’, and w E L*( M ). Then w E 
L*(F’). 
[Recall that w(e) = 0 for e E F’ \ M by convention.] 
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COROLLARY 2.13. Let dim(M) = r and M c F ‘. Then the elements of 
L*(M) are exactly the restrictions of those w E L*( F’) that are zero on 
F’ \ M. The elem.ents of L(M) are exactly the restrictions of elements of 
L( F’). 
The lattice L*( F ‘) tan be easily characterized. Note that for each flat 
K c F’, we have 2-dim(K) K E L*(F’). It tums out that these vectors gener- 
ate L*( F’). 
THEOREM 2.14. Suppose that w E L*( F’) and 2k~ is integer-valued. 
Then w is contained in the lattice generated by the vectors 2-“K, where K is 
ajlat of F’ with dim(K) = d < k. 
For vectors with bounded denominators, it is possible to test membership 
in L*(F’) in polynomial time. 
THEOREM 2.15. Let the nonnegative integer k be fixed. Then given 
M c F’ with, ) M 1 = n and a vector w E 2-kZ M, it tan be o!ecided whether 
w E L*( M ), in time polynomial in r and n. 
3. THE CASE k(M) = 2 
Theorems 2.8 and 2.10 show that the dependency of M in Fl determines 
whether M is eulerian. For noneulerian matroids, we conjectured in [3] that 
the dependency of M in Fl determines whether k(M) = 2. This conjecture 
tums out to be false. On one hand, if M is independent in Fi, then, by 
Theorem 2.8, k(M) = 2. On the other hand, however, if M is dependent in 
Fi, then both k(M) = 2 and k(M) > 2 are possible. For example, the 
matroid M = F3 has k(M) > 2. Our first aim in this section is to provide a 
matroid M which is dependent in Fi, but k( M > = 2. 
We Start with some general remarks which are pertinent for matroids 
M c F’ with larger values of k(M) as well. By Theorem 2.14, every 
w E L*( F ‘) tan be written in the form 
(1) 
for some flats K, c F’. This decomposition is not unique, and the following 
lemma states that we have some freedom in its construction. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that w E L*(F) and L,, . . . , L, are flats of F’ 
such that 2’7~ - Xi=, 2- dim(L*)Li) is integer-valued. Then there exist jlats 
{Ki: i E Z} E F’, dim( Ki) < m, for all i E Z, such that w = 
g= 1 2-dim(L$ + Ei, I 2-dim(KJKj. 
Proof. Since w - Ei= 1 2-dim(LJLI E L*( F’), this is an immediate con- 
sequence of Theorem 2.14. ??
Our other remark concerns the embedding of M into projective spaces. 
Suppose that dim( M > = r. When trying to decompose some w E L*(M) in 
the form described in (1) or trying to construct w as a linear combination of 
characteristic functions of flats, we tan always assume that all flats are in F’. 
In other words, this means that considering flats of a projective space larger 
than the minimal one containing M does not provide more elements of 
L*( M >. This Observation follows both from Corollary 2.13 (applied for 
F’ c Fr’) and Lemma 3.1 (applied with s = 0). 
Now we are ready to describe the promised counterexample. Let 
L,, L,, L, be three-dimensional flats of F’ for some r > 5 such that their 
pairwise intersections are lines and L, n L, fl L, = 0. Dehne M := L, @ 
L, @ L,. 
LEMMA 3.2. The mutroid M is dependent in Fl and k(M) = 2. 
Proof. The first Statement follows from the definition of Fl. For the 
second, suppose that w E L*( M > and 8w is integral, but 4w is not. Then, by 
Theorem 2.14, there exist three-dimensional flats F,, . . . , F, and flats 
K,, . . * > K, of dimension at most 2 such that 
w = i ,$ Fi + C 2-dim(K,)Kj. t-1 i=l (2) 
Since dim( M > = 5, we tan assume by the preceding remark that all flats are 
in F5. 
On the set F := F, @ 1.. @ F,, w takes values with denominator 8. This 
implies that F c M and, of course, F E C, 3. Also, M E C, 3 and 1 M 1 = 27. 
From this, we conclude that F = M, since otherwise either F or M 63 F 
would be an element of C, s of size at most 13, contradicting Proposition 
2.2(d). 
Since F = M, we obtain that 4(w - (L, + L, + L,)/8) is integral. So, 
by Lemma 3.1, we tan suppose that in the decomposition (21, s = 3 and 
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Fi = Li for i = 1,2,3. The function (L, + L, + La)/8 takes value 1/4 on 9 
Points of F5 \ M. Adding 1/4 times two-dimensional flats of F5, we have to 
obtain values with denominator 2 at all Points of F5 \ M. However, F5 \ M - 
and, by Proposition 2.2(b), C5f3 = Cs, s. Hence any combination 
(>FG3... + Kl)/4 of two-dimensional flats Ki will take values with denomi- 
nator 4 at an even number of Points of F5 \ M, and cannot cancel denomina- 
tor 4 at exactly 9 Points. This contradiction proves that k(M) = 2. W 
In the rest of this section, we characterize matroids with k(M) = 2. 
Suppose that M is a noneulerian matroid with dim( M) = r, coordinatized by 
an (T + 1) X n matrix B over GF(2). Let e,, . . . , e,,, be a basis of F’ such 
that e, E M for 1 < i < r + 1. Let X denote the subspace of GF(2)‘+ ‘+ (‘:‘) 
spanned by the columns of the 2-extension matrix Bc2’. Finally, for F E C, 3 
and FcM, let F= eLEP L (x ~9’~) be the expression of F in the 
Standard basis p3. We consider the set Y, of those y E Fr\ M such that y 
occurs in 4k + 2 of the Ls, L EX, for some nonnegative integer k. Then let 
xF E GF(2)r+‘+ (‘:‘> denote the 2-extension of the vector $ E y, y. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let M be a noneulerian mutroid. Then k(M) = 2 if and 
only if for all0 # F E C,,, for which F c M, xF G X. 
Proof. + : Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists F E C, 3, F c M, 
such that xF E X. Then we tan construct w E L*(M) with 4w nonintegral 
in the following way. Let F = eLE 
<I/& 
L be the expression of F in the 
Standard basis and define wi := L E B L. Then wi has denominator 4 
in F’ \ M exactly at the Points of Y,. By Proposition 2.4, the fact that 
xF E X means that there exists M’ c M such that M’ U Y, E C, 2. Let 
M’ U Y, = @r,Ea L (Lw ~9~) be the expression of M’ U Y, in the 
Standard basis _E2 and dehne w2 := wi + (1/4)C, Ex L. Then w2 has 
denominator at most 2 in Fr\ M. In a final Step, we add (1/2)L to w2 for 
some lines L, in Order to cancel the denominators 2 occurring outside M. 
Namely, for each e E F’ \ (M U (e,, . . . , e,)) for which w,(e) has denomi- 
nator 2, we add (1/2) times the line spanned by e and e,, i. Cal1 the 
resulting function w3. Next, for each e E (ei, . . . , e,) \ (M U 
(el,..., er_,)> for which w,(e) has denominator 2, we add (1/2) times the 
line spanned by e and e,. Continuing this process, eventually we obtain some 
w E L*( F’) which takes integer values on Fr \ M, but still has denominators 
8 on M, since the basis vectors e,, e2, . . . , e,, I are in M. This contradicts the 
assumption that k(M) = 2. 
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+ : The converse tan be proved similarly. Suppose that k(M) > 2. Then 
there exists w E L*(M) such that SW is integral, but 4w is not. By Theorem 
2.14, the set F := {z E M: w(z) has denominator S} is in C,~,. Let F = 
@ L t B L be the expression of F in the Standard basis. Then, by Lemma 3.1, 
W ’ := w - (l/S)C,,, L tan be decomposed as a linear combination of at 
most two-dimensional flats of F’. In F’ \ M, w ’ has denominator 4 exactly at 
the Points in YF. Therefore, there exists M’ c M such that M’ U Yr E C, a. 
By Proposition 2.4, this is equivalent to xr E X. ‘m 
THEOREM 3.4. The necessay and su.icient condition of Theorem 3.3 
tan be checked in time polynomial in n. 
Proof. Let F,, . . . , F, be a basis for the cycle space of M in Fi, i.e., a 
basis for the subspace consisting of the sets F c M, F E C, 3. Such a basis 
tan be constructed from the three-extension matrix Bc3). By Theorem 2.6, 
the decompositions F, = eLEB L, g cAf3, tan be computed in polynomial 
time. From these decompositions, the vectors xr are easily obtained. Then 
we decide whether there exists Z c {1,2, . . . , s}, Z # 0, such that ~3~ E I xr, 
E X. This happens if and only if either the vectors xr,, 1 Q i < s, are not 
linearly independent or the subspace generated by them intersects X nontriv- 
ially. Both of these conditions tan be checked in polynomial time. Finally, the 
following Claim finishes the proof. 
CLAIM. LetZc{1,2,...,s}, Z+0,andF:= SE, F,.ThenxFEXif 
and only if Bi E I xr, E X. 
Proof of Claim. Let F = fBL E B L be the expression of F in the 
Standard basis p3. Then the multiset tJ i ~ r{ L: L EA} contains the set {L: 
L EY}, and their differente tan be written in the form 2(L: L da, where 
3 is a multiset from elements of p3. By Proposition 2.2(c), C := eL Ez L 
E C, 2’ By the definition of the subspaces of Y,, Y,&, ej E I Yr, tan be 
obtained by deleting the coordinates belonging to M from Y, @ C. Hence 
XF E x a 3M’ c M( M’ u Y, E C,,,) 
- 3M’ c M(( M’ u YF) @ C E C,,,) 
M” u @ YF, E C,,, 
it1 
??
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4. DECIDING k(M) 2 k 
Let k be a fKed positive integer. Given M c F’ by the columns of a 
matrix B with dim( M) = r, 1 M I = n, we describe a polynomial time algo- 
rithm to decide whether k(M) > k. In fact, we construct a generating set for 
the sublattice of L*(M) consisting of weight functions u: with denominators 
at most 2k. 
The procedure uses a generalization of the ideas described in Theorems 
3.3 and 3.4. Unfortunately, it cannot be used to determine the exact value of 
k( M > if it is not bounded, mostly because of the time and space requirement 
of the Standard basis decomposition described in Theorem 2.6. We note, 
however, that by Corollary 2.9, k(M) < log,(n + 1) - 1 and so we obtain a 
subexponential algorithm for arbitrary values of k. Also, if n is large enough 
such that we tan afford to list all elements of Fr (and, consequently, of its 
k-extension matrices), then k( M ) tan be determined in polynomial time. 
Recursively for m = k - 1, k - 2, . . . , 0, we construct sets Vk, m C L*( Fr) 
satisfying the following proper-Res. 
(i) For al w E Vk m, 
> @) F 
or all ZL‘ E V, m 
2 k w is integer-valued, 
and e E Fr\ M, w(e) has denominator at most 
2 “, 
(iii) For all 0 E L*(M) with denominators at most 2k, there exists a 
linear combination of Vk, m with integer coefficients a, such that 2”(v - 
El& E ‘L’I;, ma,w) is integer-valued. 
After this construction, it is easy to decide whether k(M) 2 k: All we 
have to check is whether the denominator 2k occurs in some w E Vk 0. 
Let F,,..., F, be a basis of the cycle space of M in Fl. Proposition 2.4 
and Theorem 2.5, such basis tan be constructed in polynomial time from the 
k-extension matrix B (k) For 1 Q i Q s, let F, = CBLEJ . L, x cpk, be the 
decomposition of Fi in the Standard basis. We’ define Vk k_ 1 := 
{(l/2k)C, E 8, L: 1 < i sg s}. Clearly, (i) and (ii) are satisfied and (iii) follows 
from Corollary 2.13 and Theorem 2.14. 
Now suppose that Vk, m = (wl, . . . , w,} is already constructed for some 
m>O. Ld q=E~& ‘Tl 
( 1 
and let X denote the subspace of GR(2)9 
spanned by the columns of the m-extension matrix B’“‘. For w E Vk.,, let 
Y, consist of those y E F’ \ M such that w(y) has denominator 2”. 
Moreover, let x, denote the m-extension of $ E r y. 
Let e,, . . . , e,7 be a basis of GF(2)“. We define alinear transformation cp: 
GF(2>,’ + GF(2)9 by setting <p(e,) := x,,, for 1 Q i Q s. Let fl,. . . ,_fi be a 
basis for the preimage cp-i(X) and let fj = et?= 1 4, iei be the decomposition 
of fj in the basis of GF(2)“, e, i E GF(2), for 1 <j < l, 1 < i < s. 
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For 1 <j < 1, we define vj := Xi= i ??j, iwi. As usual, we denote by Y”, the 
set of those y E F’ \ M such that vj( y) has denominator 2” and we define 
as the m-extension of ey E r y. Then xo, E X and so we tan find 
construct the decompositions Mj U 
in the Standard basis and define zj := vj + 
G,, for M in FG, and for each Gi, we 
construct the decomposition Gi = eL Er, L, 3 cpm, in the Standard basis. 
The set V,,,_ 1 is defined as {zjl 1 < j < 1) U {2w: w E V,, ,} U 
K1/2mEL E sr, L: 1 < i < t}. Clearly, ( > i and (ii) are satisfied (note that the 
functions zj are obtained from vj by adding a function which cancels the 
denominators equal to 2 m in vj). We have to check that (iii) also holds. 
Let w E L*(M) such that 2k~ takes only integer values. Since V,, m 
satisfies (iii), there are integers at, 1 < i < s, such that w - Es=, aiwi has 
denominators at most 2”. 
CLAIM. The function Cf= 1 aiwi tan be expressed us a linear combination 
of {v,: 1 < j < 1) U {2w: w E vk, ,} with integer coefficients. 
ProofofCZaim. Let 1 C{l,..., s} be defined as the set of indices for 
which ai is odd. In F’ \ M, the function w - E:= i aiwi has denominator 2”” 
exactly at the Points of $ E I Y,$. By Lemma 3.1, w - Cf=, aiwi tan be 
expressed as a linear combination of flats of dimension at most m. This linear 
combination cancels the denominators 2 m at the Points of $ E I Y,, , so there 
exists M’ c M such that M’ U CBi E I Y, E C, ,,,. This means that 
%l x,, E x. 
The last Statement implies that ei E I e, E (fi, . . . , fl>. say $ E, e, = 
@j=i crjfj for some aj E GF(2). Recall that fj = @,S= 1 ej, ie, and vj = 
Es= E. .wi. 1 3.’ This means that in the expression C’.=, ajvj, exactly those wi 
occur an odd number of times for which i E Z. So 
integer linear combination Of {2 w : w E vk, ,,}. 
kiE, wi - Cj=, ajvj is an 
??
Let Cf= 1 aiwi = IE:= 1 ajvj + Cf= 1 bi(2wj) for some integers bj. Since vj 
and zj differ by a function which has denominators at most 2”, the 
differente w ’ := w - (El. 
2” as weil. Also, at h= 
, ajzj + Cj= 1 b,(2w,)) has denominators at most 
t e Points of F’ \ M, the function Ej= i (Y .z, + 
Ei= i bi(2wi) has denominators at most 2”- ‘. Thus we obtain that for t 1: e set 
F consisting of those y E F’ such that w ‘( y) has denominator 2”, F E C,, m 
and F c M. This means that subtracting an appropriate subset of 
K1/2*E~ E5r L: 1 < i < t) from w ‘, we obtain a function with denomina- 
tors at most 2’-l. Hence (iii) holds for V,, m_ 1. 
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To justify the polynomial timing, observe that IV,. k _ i I a n and IV,, m _ 1 I 
Q ZlV,,,j + n. This implies that IV,,,1 < 2kn, for all m. Also, we need a 
polynomial upper bound for the number of nonzero values in the constructed 
functions. Let K be an upper bound for the number of nonzero values in 
functions in Vk, ,,,. Then, by Theorem 2.6, the number of nonzero values in 
functions in Vk, m _ 1 is at most KIVk, _l( k)(2m+1 - 1). Solving this recursion, 
we obtain that the number of nonz:ro values in any of the functions 
constructed is at most 22(kf1)knk+1 L . 
0 
By Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 and by elementar-y linear algebra, all procedures 
applied at the construction of Vk> m nm in time polynomial in their input 
length. In the preceding Paragraph, we have justified that these input lengths 
are polynomial in R; hence the entire procedure r-uns in time polynomial 
in 72. 
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